stack consists in a W-like potential profile strain-compensated in the two low absorption windows of silica fibers infrared (IR) photodetectors. These computations have been used for the study of p-i-n infrared photodetectors operating at room temperature (RT) in the range 1.3 -1.55 μm. The electron transport in the Si/Si 1−x Ge x /Si multi-quantum wells-based p-i-n structure was analyzed and numerically simulated taking into account tunneling process and thermally activated transfer through the barriers mainly. These processes were modeled with a system of Schrödinger and kinetic equations self-consistently resolved with the Poisson equation. Temperature dependence of zero-bias resistance area product (R 0 A) and bias-dependent dynamic resistance of the diode have been analyzed in details to investigate the contribution of dark current mechanisms which reduce the electrical performances of the diode.
Introduction
Although III-V compounds, such as InGaAs latticematched to InP, offer superior optical performance over the Si-based ones in photodetectors at wavelengths near 1.3 and 1.55 µm for optical fiber communications [1] , the compatibility of silicon materials with the state-of-the-art VLSI technology stimulates a great number of research efforts to take advantage of the feasibility of photodetectors with wavelengths beyond the limitation of the Si band gap, to 1.3 µm and even to 1.5 µm [2, 3] . Recent advances in Si low-temperature epitaxy such as molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) and ultra-high vacuum chemical vapor deposition (UHV-CVD) enable the incorporation of Ge into Si to form high quality SiGe alloys, and thus to extend the spectral response to this wavelength range [4] [5] [6] . Because of the large lattice mismatch between Si and Ge, the critical thickness for a strained SiGe layer with a high Ge content exceeding 60% is limited to less than 100 Å. This limitation prevents the use of strained SiGe materials for photodetector applications operating at normal incidence since a sufficiently large absorption depth is required to achieve appreciable quantum efficiency. Although Si/Si 0.4 Ge 0.6 /Si multiple-quantum wells (MQWs) strained layers have been demonstrated in electro-optical modulators involving interband transitions for normal incidence operation [7] , so far only waveguide structures with laterally-injected light have been reported for photodetectors thanks to their enhanced light absorb-ing length [8] . Therefore, a larger Ge content is necessary to generate sufficient optical absorption at 1.3 or 1.5 µm wavelengths. This will require a thicker graded buffer to reduce the threading dislocation density in the relaxed absorber layer [9] . It is apparent that for large Ge contents, this approach would be applicable only with very thick buffer layers, and will not suit industrial applications on one hand. On the other hand, if multiple SiGe/Si strained layers are used for light absorption instead of a single strained layer, the total absorbing layer thickness will increase to the critical thickness with a Ge content equivalent to the average composition of the overall multilayer. Together with the strain induced band gap narrowing (to increase the absorption coefficient at a given wavelength), it is expected that photodetectors with an appreciable sensitivity at normal incidence is possible by using such strained layer super lattices [10] . In this work, we report the theoretical simulation of Si/Si 0. 4 Ge 0.6 /Si p-i-n infrared photodetectors operating at room temperature around 1.3 -1.55 μm. The active layer of the infrared photodetector consists of alternating layers of strain-compensated Si/Si 0.40 Ge 0.60 /Si MQWs grown on relaxed Si 0.75 Ge 0.25 virtual substrates. The design of such quantum wells having a W-like alignment of the conduction and valence bands has been proposed earlier [11] . The active photodetector absorption layer consists of seven W cells separated by 10-nm-thick Si 0.75 Ge 0. 25 spacers. The aim of this work is the presentation of a comprehensive model of electron and hole quantum transport mechanisms through the strain-compensated Si 0.75 Ge 0.25 /Si/Si 0.4 Ge 0.6 /Si/Si 0.75 Ge 0. 25 MQWs. We investigated dark current contributing mechanisms through the temperature dependence of zero-bias resistance area product (R 0 A) and the bias dependence of dynamic resistance of the diode. The dark current versus the bias voltage and temperature dependence of zero-bias resistance area product of the diode are studied with numerical simulations.
Presentation of the Structure
The energy minima of the valence-band in compressively strained Si 0.4 Ge 0.6 and tensile Si layers are given by the strain-splitted heavy-holes and light-holes bands respectively, while the fourfold 4 ∆ and the twofold 2 ∆ strain-splitted bands set the energy minimum of the conduction band respectively. The corresponding valence and conduction band offsets at pseudomorphic Si 0. Figure 1(a) shows the Band profiles, energy levels and wave functions of fundamental electron e 1 and heavyhole hh 1 levels for the Si(2 nm)/Si 0.4 Ge 0.6 (3 nm)/Si(2 nm) W quantum well (QW) cell designed for infrared (IR) detection at 1.55 μm. The fundamental sample design consists of a p-i-n infrared photodetector with MQW embedded in the intrinsic region, as shown in Figure 1 . The highly n-doped and p-doped buffer regions are composed of 75% Si and 25% Ge (Si 0.75 Ge 0.25 ) and the nominally strain-balanced QW structure consists of pure Si wells with Si 0.4 Ge 0.6 barriers. The band structures of the W-like potential profile, used to form the device, are sketched in Figure 1(b) . Since Si and Ge are both indirect band gap materials, the global conduction band minima are not at the zone center. Si indirect gap is at the Δ valleys along the (001) crystal directions and Ge's is at the L points in the (111) directions [12, 13] . Tensile strained Si wells and compressive strained Si 1−x Ge x barriers are designed to give an overall strain-balanced MQWs structure with an average material composition of the adjacent Si 1−y Ge y regions. The edges of the valence and the conduction bands of the p-i-n heterojunction based on the seven W-period MQWs with the Fermi level and the quantum levels are drawn with their relative wave function at zero bias as shown in Figure 1(a) .
Theoretical Model
The model of quantum transport is developed for a p-Si 1−y Gе y /Si 1−y Gе y /Si/Si 1−x Gе x /Si/Si 1−y Gе y /n-Si 1−y Gе y device in which external p-Si 1−y Gе y /Si 1−y Gе y and Si 1−y Gе y /n-Si 1−y Gе y regions act as electron injector and collector for internal Si 1−y Gе y /Si/Si 1−x Gе x /Si/Si 1−y Gе y quantum well. The lower energy conduction band is solely considered, that corresponds to the six-fold ∆ , four-fold 4 ∆ and two-fold 2 ∆ degenerated valleys for Si 1−y Gе y injecting contacts, Si 1−x Gе x potential barriers and Si quantum wells region, respectively (see Ref. [11] ). The band diagram of the single W structure under an external applied voltage bias V and possible mechanisms of electron transport are shown schematically in Figure 2 . The tunneling process in this structure between Si quantum wells is supposed to be a general carrier transfer mechanism (mechanism 1 in Figure 2 ). The pre-confinement Si regions forward and afterwards the Si 1−x Gе x barrier stack accumulate electrons. They fill the states possessing energy close to the bottom of the silicon well, which can be identified as localized states. Electron tunneling from these states through the stack provides an additional component to the charge flow through the device (mechanism 2 in Figure 2 ). The relatively low potential barriers for electrons and "relaxed type" of injecting contacts open a possibility for thermally activated emission over the barrier, which can be very efficient depending on the temperature, the doping, and the interface quality (mechanism 3 in Figure 2 ). The model of quantum transport takes into consideration the thermally activated transfer through the MQWs structure. The presence of opposite components of this transfer provides a predominate charge carrier flow from preconfinement region back to the injecting contact over the flow of these charge carriers through the Si 1−y Gе y / Si/Si 1−x Gе x well, that depends on band discontinuities between Si/Si 1−y Gе y and Si/Si 1−x Gе x paths [14] . The height of the potential barrier, the doping, and the quality of interfaces mainly define a prevalence of one of the above mechanisms. For modeling reason, the electron charges are supposed to flow in z direction that is the normal to the growth direction, as it is shown in Figure  1(b) . The charge distribution in the injecting contacts is defined within the Boltzmann approximation of the Fermi-Dirac statistic [15] : 
where the factor 2 stands for the spin degeneracy and a summation is performed over all conduction-band val- 
where  is the reduced Plank's constant; 
where
are the conduction and valence band profiles along the structure.
Assuming a parabolic dispersion relation in the case of iso-energetic elliptic surface for the different conduction valleys along the total structure, and after performing integration over the transverse component of the momentum for the total electron density, the charge distribution expressions are found to be:
where the first term of ( ) n z describes the contribution from the two valleys b, e; whereas the second term corresponds to the contribution from the rest four valleys a, d and f, c (see Figure 1 ). In the above expressions, the summation over momentum has been replaced by the integration index. Factors 2 2 g = and 4 4 g = stand for the valley degeneracy. For an analysis of the thermally activated carrier transport, the electron transfer components in two opposite directions from the confinement silicon regions are included. While the above currentdensity equations correspond to the steady state conditions, the continuity equations deal with time-dependent phenomena such as low-level injection, generation and recombination. Qualitatively, the net change of carrier concentration is the difference between generation and recombination, added to the net current flowing in and out of the region of interest. The continuity equations are [18] : 
, and these other current densities are given by:
i) The conduction and diffusion current densities in conduction and valence bands respectively
2
The conduction and diffusion current density in conduction and valence band respectively are written using the rates of electron and hole i n , i p concentrations in the i th point of mesh as following [19] :
ii) The recombination and band-to-band tunneling current densities in conduction and valence bands respectively The tunneling current density along the z-direction between two conducting regions through a forbidden region can be written as [20] :
Together with known tunneling probability, the tunneling current J can be calculated from the product of the number of available carriers in the origin (Region A), and the number of empty states in the destination (Region B) as highlighted in Figure 3 , where f A , f B , N A , and N B represent the Fermi-Dirac distributions and densities of states in the corresponding regions and T t is the tunneling probability:
For an analysis of the thermally activated carrier transport, the electron transfer components in the two opposite directions from the pre-confinement silicon regions are included. The rates of electrons and holes i n , i p concentrations in the i th point of mesh are written as [6] : 
( ) ( )
where i ε is the relative permittivity of the materials, 
where ni τ and pi τ are the carrier lifetimes for electron and hole respectively, ni µ and pi µ are the mobilities for electron and hole respectively, T refers to the temper- 
where D N and A N are the ionized donor and acceptor doping concentration.
The finite-difference method has been applied for Schrödinger and Poisson equations' solutions. The real space along the stack has been divided into discrete uniform mesh points and equations have been solved within those discrete spacing. Then, the three-diagonal matrix has been used to extract eigenvalues and corresponding eigenvectors according to:
where A is the three-diagonal matrix; Ψ is the eigenvector including the values i ψ of discrete mesh and λ is the eigenvalue of energy. The same finite-difference method with an identical mesh has been used for Poisson Equation (28) solver. This means that we have solved a system of differential equations in their discretization form within the three-point finite difference scheme [20, 21] .
The interaction procedure is used to obtain a self-consistent solution of the Schrödinger equation (5 and 6), the kinetic equation system for the thermally activated carrier transport (22, 23, 24 and 25) and the Poisson equation (28) . (i) Starting with a trial potential ) (z V with an original potential distribution which can be assumed within the equilibrium conditions, (ii) assuming the justified Boltzmann approximation for valence electrons and (iii) considering the constancy of the quasi-Fermi level in the contact region and its linear spreading in the active part of device, the wave functions and their corresponding eigenvalues of energy have been defined from the solution of the Schrödinger equation. These parameters are used to calculate the electron density distribution (Equations (9) and (10)) with additional accounting for the thermally activated contribution (Equations (22) and (23)), followed by computation of the potential distribution using the Poisson equation (28) . The new potential energy ( ) V z is then obtained from Equations (7) and (8) . After extracting the self-consistent solutions of the Schrödinger and Poisson equations providing the potential distribution to be known, the distribution of charge carrier density along the structure is again defined. The
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described method of the Schrödinger equation solver is effective for a charge distribution considering all charge states with the energy above and below the Fermi energy at the injecting contact. However, this method does not allow finding out a probability of tunneling. For this reason, the description of carrier transport by a system of wave function equations have been applied considering the incident and reflected waves in every points of the discrete mesh and including the boundary conditions at the points 1 and N [22, 23] , according to:
where A, B are the amplitude coefficients. Thus, the transmission coefficient for tunneling is given by:
This transmission coefficient includes 3D to 2D from injecting contacts to the active part of p-i-n heteostructure, where quantum effects prevailed. Yet, calculation of the potential profile along the whole structure within this method misses the current from localized states in preconfinement regions, which are occupied according to the Fermi-Dirac distribution. The contribution of the localized states to the total current is supposed to be significant in the case of positive energy gap between the injecting contact and the bottom of the quantum well in the pre-confinement region. For this cause the procedure of probability calculation has been used for the active part of the device excluding the potential profile at the contact regions that allows accounting the contribution of 2D-2D current from localized states in pre-confinement regions seen Ref. [24] .
Results and Discussion
To create the conditions for a well-organized photodetection effect, the I-V characteristics were calculated within the above model. The used parameters are summarized in Table 1 Figure 4 where the transmission coefficient is plotted. (a) Transmission coefficient versus electron energy for the transverse and longitudinal effective masses for seven "W" periods strained quantum wells, forming the active zone of p-i-n junction. (b) Transmission coefficients for a multi-quantum wells in the p-i-n structure versus energy for light-hole and heavy-hole incidence. In one hand the great value of the longitudinal effective mass of electrons causes the related low transmission coefficient and the multi-levels appearance. This is the reason of the significant domination of the transmission component relative to the transverse mass. In the other hand, the large value of the heavy-hole effective mass origins is correlated with the low transmission coefficient by comparison with light-holes transmission coefficient. The vertical dash line separates the energy range that is not considered for the modeling of the 3D-2D resonant tunneling transfer. The parameters of We also notice that the dark current versus voltage curve is not symmetric to the zero voltage. This result clearly shows the carrier blocking effect of the Si 0.4 Ge 0.6 layer between the silicon quantum wells. The dark current is lower at forward bias. The carriers in the quantum wells have to overcome the Si 0.4 Ge 0.6 barrier to get out when the device is forward biased but only the Si 0.75 Ge 0.25 and Si 0.4 Ge 0.6 barriers when the device is reversed biased. The increase of the dark current with temperature is mainly due to its exponential dependence on temperature, the values increase with temperature T and V as expected [29, 30] . Figure 6 shows the calculated total dark current density-bias voltage curves using the above model of the photodetectors at 300 K with four distinct regimes with different dominant mechanisms, the conduction current density, diffusion current density, recombination current density, and tunneling band-to-band current density. It is observed that the thermal diffusion and the conduction current densities describe very well the forward current characteristics of the MQW photodetector. The recombination current density and tunneling band-to-band current density contributions to the reverse bias current are Electron carrier recombination lifetime ni τ 9 µs [27] Electron carrier recombination lifetime pi τ 9 µs [27] Electron carrier mobility
Hole carrier mobility ( )
also described thoroughly the behavior of total dark current density with reverse bias application. Note that the resulting reverse bias current and the current conducted through the shunt resistance overlap each other in Figure  6 . Thus, it is the current flowing through the shunt resistance that dominates the reverse characteristics of the diode. It is suggested that the degradation of the dynamic resistance and a dominant shunt current in the reverse bias are related. Current-voltage (I-V) calculation was performed using the above model at 300 K. Figure 7 shows the I-V characteristics of a typical diode. The breakdown voltage was 5.75 V at 300 K. As shown in the inset, a low dark current of 4.7 × 10 −4 A/cm 2 at −1 V was obtained at 300 K. This is one order of magnitude lower than that reported in Ref. [31] . However, it is still much higher than the ideal dark current of pure silicon diodes. This may be due to additional generation processes in the silicon quantum wells and the Si 0.75 Ge 0.25 layers, i.e., the emission of carriers from the potential wells formed by these regions and the silicon layers. The surface states can also contribute to the dark current for the description of the diffusion, generation-recombination, and the barriers tunneling affect. At 50 K, the dark current density was in range of 1 × 10 −3 A/m 2 corresponding to a differential-resistance-area-product at zero bias of 136 Ω•cm 2 . The profile of the R 0 A versus 1000/T curve in Figure 8 establishes that the details of modeled values to be reported elsewhere indicate that the dark current is dominated by four different mechanisms in four different temperature regimes. From 50 to 100 K, the device per formance is limited by the temperature-insensitive barriers tunneling effect [32] that causes the device performance not to be good more than 100 K, the thermally generated carriers produce a stronger generation-recombination and diffusion current. From 100 to 125 K, the device is limited by the generation-recombination with an interesting recombination lifetime in the depleted region while above 125 K, the diffusion current becomes the dominant component. In this regime, the device performance is approaching those III-V devices [33] . The differential-resistance-area-product at zero bias as a function of 1000/T for 7 and 35 W-periods have been calculated and are shown in Figure 8 . Simulation of I-V characteristics of Si 1−y Ge y /Si/Si 1−x Ge x /Si/Si 1−x Ge x /Si/Si 1−y Ge y structure has shown that the electron tunneling current is higher than the hole tunneling current. This is because of the large difference in the barrier heights for electrons and holes. Figure 9 shows the dark current density without excitation and the current density with excitation caused by external influences such as the optical excitation with photons or impact ionization under large electric fields of a typical device shown in Figure 1(b) . In order to obtain the best agreement between experimental values and numerical simulation, we showed that the performed calculations have good correlation with experimental results [34, 35] , and the weak dependence of dark current peak shift are explained by the difference of offset values in each devices. Figure 10 shows the calculated energy The Fermi levels and the e 1 and hh 1 quantum levels are drawn with their relative wave functions. The device performances such as threshold current density, external quantum efficiency, optical confinement, carrier confinement, thermal sensitivity, and the absorption region are all crucially dependent on the thicknesses and/or energy band gap of the pseudo substrate layer Si 0.75 Ge 0.25 for both single and multiple quantum well photodetectors [14] . There have been few reported results showing the contribution of the pseudo substrate layer to the photodetectors [36, 37] . From these results, one can speculate that the pseudo substrate layer with an advanced band discontinuity provides a barrier height to prevent the carriers from surmounting it and reduces the leakage current. When a reverse bias is applied across the device, the entire i-region becomes depleted. Due to high resistivity and total depletion of the i-layer, almost all the electric field appears across it. The applied reverse bias should not be so high that the breakdown could take place. The dark current is independent of applied reverse bias. Since the light arises from the top surface, most of the photon flux passes through the relatively thin top layer. The absorbed photons generate electron-hole pairs which drift towards the electrodes due to the existing electric field to 
We consider a system of rate equations describing the elastic tunneling carrier transfer mechanism, the charge flow through the device and the thermally activated emission over the barrier. In this case, Equation (A3) is replaced by: The following development of Equation (A.3) in one order gives the same terms than Equation (A.9).
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